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Best Management Practices and Water Quality Demonstration and Evaluation Project,
Five-County North Central Oregon Area

Gerald O. George

The project is to demonstrate, evaluate, and quantify the effectiveness of

the Best Management Practices (BMP) that have been adopted by the Gilliam, Morrow,

Sherman, Umatilla, and Wasco Soil and , Water Conservation Districts (SWCD), Oregon.

These demonstrations and evaluations will reduce some uncertainties landowners

have concerning benefits to be expected when the BMP's are installed to improve

land and water quality.

Water Quality 

BMP's the SWCD's have adopted for implementation are terraces, grassed water-

ways (Figure 1), buffer strips, strip cropping, sediment basins, stubble mulching,

conservation tillage, and chemical fallow.

State and federal research has developed the information on these practices

under controlled conditions, but little has been done to evaluate the use of BMP's

on large scale farm operations.

During the 1979-80 sediment producing season--November 1 to May 1--terrace

and stubble mulch practices were evaluated for their ability to reduce sediment

for improved water quality.

Equipment 

Recording and volumetric rain gauges, recording thermometers, recording flow

meters, sediment traps, and outflow samplers were installed in a grower's field

each year to evaluate and demonstrate one or more BMP's. The recording rain gauge

was a seven-day, tipping-bucket type that records precipitation in hundreths of
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inches and can be interpolated at 15-minute intervals. The-tipping-bucket rain

gauge established precipitation intensities and with the volume gauges provided

total weekly precipitation.

The recording thermometer recorded soil temperature at 0-, 3-, and 6-inch

depth to determine the soil temperature at the time runoff and erosion produced

sediment occur. The flow meter determined the amount of runoff flowing out of

the area associated with a given rainfall or rainfall intensity. The sediment

trap and recording samplers were used to quantify the amount of silt leaving the

field where a BMP was applied. A McCool Rill Meter was used to measure the intra-

terrace soil erosion for comparison with sediment leaving the field, and to make

comparisons with the predicted erosion as determined by the Universal Soil Loss

Equation (USLE).

Climate and Soil Condition Information 

With the fallow-grain agriculture of North Central Oregon, one-half the crop

land is vulnerable to water erosion 12 months each year. The soil is plowed and

harrowed in the spring, leaving it without cover and vulnerable to spring showers

and summer thunderstorms (cloudbursts). It is rod weeded in July and August

for weed control and to reduce evaporation, creating a floury mulch that is quite

erosive. Grain is seeded after the first heavy rainfall, usually between Sept-

ember 20 and October 10. Rainfall will cause the soil to firm up, but the drill-

ing reloosens the soil, leaving it primed for rapid erosion when runoff occurs.

Freezing weather begins about September 15, and the soil temperature starts

dropping retarding plant growth that could serve as a cover. By November 15,

the soil temperature is approaching 30° F. at 3 inches and 35° F. at 6 inches.

Once the soil temperature gets to 32° F., it remains within ±3 degrees of that

temperature until mid-March. The daytime air temperature may approach the

mid 50s or low 60s during the afternoon, but soil temperature do not vary in



large amounts. Because of low soil surface temperatures or frozen surface layers,

any rainfall, snow, frost, dew, rime, sleet, and even thermal gradients within

the profile will produce runoff, causing erosion and soil movement when the soil

surface temperature rises above 40 degrees. During the 1979-80 season, the total

precipitation measured in the demonstration fields from November 15, 1979 to

February 3, 1980 was 2.74 inches in Gilliam County; 2.57 inches in Morrow County;

6.92 inches in Sherman County; 9.47 inches in Wasco County, and 4.82 inches in

Umatilla County. Between February 4 and 10, a general thaw occurred with air

temperature reaching 50° F. over the frozen soil.

So i l s 

The six soil series used for demonstration and evaluation are:

Soil series	 County	 Field Number 

Walla Walla Silt Loam, 7 to 12 percent slopes	 Umatilla	 U-2 & U-3

Walla Walla Silt Loam, 12 to 20 percent slopes Sherman 	 S-2 & S-3

Valby Silt Loam, 7 to 12 percent slopes	 Morrow	 M-2

Ritzville, Silt Loam, 12 to 20 percent slopes 	 Gilliam	 G-2

Duart Silt Loam, 7 to 12 percent slopes	 Wasco	 W-2

Duart Complex, 20 to 55 percent slopes 	 Wasco	 W-3

Farm Management 

Farm management practices on all fields varied with what the operator foresaw

as his management problems and the weather. Minimal tillage was carried out with

a chisel or sweep type initial operation. The moldboard plow was used where cheat-

grass (downy brome) or volunteer wheat was excessive. Different types of drills

were used for seeding depending on landowner's preference and location of soil

moisture (Table 1).

Observations and Measurements 

As equipment was installed during September and October 1979, residue and soil

samples were taken. Residue ranged from 100 to 1,200 pounds per acre, and bulk



Table 1.	 Tillage operations performed on fields being monitored for soil erosion in 1979-80

Soil
County	 Field series

Wasco	 W-2	 Duart

Wasco	 W-3	 Duart	 9-30-80	 Moldboard

Walla Walla, deep 9-26-79	 Moldboard

Walla Walla, deep 9-22-79	 Chisel

Ritzville	 8-25-79	 Moldboard

Valby	 . 9-16-79	 Moldboard

Walla Walla, deep 10-16-79	 Moldboard
with coulter
to bury straw

Walla Walla, deep 10-17-79	 Moldboard
with coulter
to bury straw

1st	 2nd
Follow-up	 Follow–up

Spring tooth	 Two rod
harrow & fertilize weedings

Spring tooth	 Two rod
harrow & fertilize weedings

Spring tooth	 Two rod
harrow & fertilize weedings

Fertilize	 Two rod
weedings

Spring tooth	 Two rod
harrow & fertilize weedings

Spring tooth
	

Two rod
harrow & fertilize weedings

Spring tooth
	

Two rod
harrow & fertilize weedings

Spring tooth
	

Two rod
harrow & fertilize weedings

Seeding
date	 Plow used

9-30-80	 Moldboard

Sherman S-2

Sherman S-3

Gilliam G-2

Morrow M-2

Umatilla U-2

Umatilla U-3

Type of drill 

Double disc.

Double disc

Deep furrow*
split packers

Deep furrow
split packers

Double disc

Shovel

Double disc

Double disc



densities from 75 to 85 pounds per cubic foot. When walking through seeded fields,

the fine, floury soil mulch used to conserve moisture boiled out from under foot

and partially flowed back like water.

All fields were seeded by October 15, 1978, and the winter wheat was at least

three inches tall when the first hard freeze occurred in November and "burnt" the

vegetation back. In essence, the only above ground vegetative cover for erosion

and sediment control was the residue from the previous crop. See Figure 2 where

no plant growth can be observed. Rains occurred in November that saturated the

soil mulch, and the surface three inches was a quagmire. The November rain was

sporatic, so most of it slowly percolated into the soil and runoff did not occur

to cause erosion. No observable or measurable runoff or erosion occurred on the

wheat-fallow fields until the February thaw, but runoff was observed and measured

from stubble fields in November and December.

The intermittent rainfall and snowfall periods from November 15 to January 11

did not produce any runoff or erosion from winter wheat fields. During the week

of January 7-13, 1980, six to ten inches of snow fell which melted quite slowly

but did create minor erosion, and did set up rill patterns. From January 14 to

January 25, the soil surface thawed if the air temperature rose above 33° F.

and froze when the temperature dropped below 32° F., yet the main body of the

soil remained frozen. On January 25, it snowed two inches. This remained on the

ground until February 4 when the daytime air temperature rose into the high 40's °-

and low 50's °F. and melted the snow. The temperature always dropped below freezing

at night. This pattern lasted about a week. There was less than .25 inches of

rainfall during this week, and it was during this week that major erosion occurred.

The erosion occurred because the soil surface was exposed to radiant heat which

melted frozen water in the soil surface, causing runoff over the underlying frozen

soil and water (Figure 3).



Runoff measurements, taken the week following February 4, showed more dis-

charge than the accumulation of measured snowfall and rainfall that occurred

immediately before the runoff indicated there should have been. Under close

observation, eroded areas appeared to have a general soil slippage or creep, even

on relatively flat slopes caused by soil movement over a frozen underlying surface.

Rill measurements were made at 21 different sites on eight fields. The fields

had level terraces, graded terraces, no terraces, stubble mulch, rough tillage,

deep furrow drilling, disc drilling, up and down hill and cross slope farming.

The results are shown in Table 2 by field number and site.

Table 2.	 Erosion Sites and Erosion Measured with Rill Meter, 1979-80

Average Length	 Soil
1

slope	 of	 moved
County	 Field Site	 %	 slope ft.	 Tons/acre	 Remarks 

P	 #

Wasco	 W-2	 1	 9	 448	 19	 Level terrace controls water.
, shed area. Soil surface was

rough and cloddy. Drill rows
run up and down hill. 500
to 700 pounds dry straw on
surface after seeding.

2	 10	 407	 15	 Same as Site #1 except drill
rows run at approximately
30° to up and down hill.

3	 11	 372	 11	 Same as Site v2 except
shorter slope length.

Wasco.	W-3	 1	 31	 585	 50	 This site was taken between
the ends of two terraces.
Soil surface was relatively
smooth. 250 to 300 pounds dry
straw on surface after seeding.
Disc drilled on cross slope
approximately on contour.

2	 32	 475	 27	 This site was taken over top
of level terrace parallel to
Field W3, Site #1.	 In all
other ways site was similar
to Field F3, Site #1.



Table 2. (cont.)

Average	 Length	 Soil/

slope	 of	 moved
County Field Site	 %	 slope ft.	 Tons/acre	 Remarks 

#	 #

Sherman S-2

	

	 1	 23	 133	 27	 Graded terraces control top
of site, level terrace at
bottom. 300 to 500 pounds dry
stubble at time of seeding.
Drill rows are up and down
hill. Surface was rather
smooth. Soil creep was
apparent on this field.

Same as Site #1 except longer
slope length, and is extremely
convex.

Same as Site #1 and #2 except
the slope is undulating convex
then concave.

Lengths in Sites #1 and #3 are
the total lengths over level
terraces. Sites #1 and #3 are
parallel to and on each side
of Site #2. Site #2 was un-
terraced.1,000 to 1,250 pounds dry
straw on surface after seeding.
Field was quite cloddy. Excess
erosion on Fields #2 and #3
occurred within 50 feet of
terrace where vegetation had
been removed to build terrace.

11	 460	 26	 Gradient terrace controls water
at top of field. Field had

2	 18	 680	 22	 200 to 300 pounds of dry straw.
Field was seeded in August, one
month ahead of all other fields.
60 to 75 percent of soil surface
was covered by green canopy when
all other fields were seeded in
September and October. Site #1
was drilled up and down hill
with deep furrows. Site #2 was
on a 30° to up and down hill
cross slope. Field had relatively
few clods, was smooth.

Sherman S-2 2 10 257 30

13 337 22

Sherman S-3 1 391 10

2 6 394 7

3 6 468 10

'Gilliam G-2



Remarks

Gradient terraces controlled
watershed area. Field had
900 to 1,100 pounds of dry stubbl,

when seeding completed. Field
was extra cloddy after seeding.
Most clods were over 2" in
diameter. Sites #1 and #2 were
drilled with deep furrows
approximately on the contour.
Site #3 was on 20 degrees to
up and down hill on cross

slope.

Gradient terraces controlled
watershed area. Field had
200 to 300 pounds dry straw after
seeding. Field was disc drilled
on a partial contour and cross
slope. Sites #1 and #3 were
about 45° to up and down hill,
while Site #2 was near the
contour. The field had 2-1/2
inch or better clod size over
70% of the surface.

No terraces in measured area.
Field had 200 to 300 pounds dry
straw after seeding. Field
was disc drilled up and down
hill. There was essentially
no clods, size was less than
1 inch diameter. Difference
between Fields #2 and #3
were in length of slope and
number and size of clods.
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Table 2. (cont.)

County	 Field Site

Average
slope

%

Length
of

slope ft.

Soil
1

moved
Tons/acre

# #

Morrow	 M-2 1 12 205 0

2 14 218 0

3 12 230 18

Umatilla	 U-2 1 5 433 20

2 4 429 0

202 10

U-3 1 6 661 28

2 3 505 26

1 This is the measured erosion that occurred at each rill meter location and does
not account for infield sediment deposition.



By observation it appeared that sediment deposited in level terraces was

about equal in volume to the rill that produced the sediment deposit. Therefore,

five rills and their sediment fans were measured and volumes of materials from

the rills and fans computed. The computations indicated the volume of the fan

was within ± 5 percent of the rill volume.

More than 100 individual water samples were obtained during the erosion

period. At the peak of this runoff, samples where conventional tillage was used

(used by 90 to 95 percent of the operators) whether in a terraced or unterraced

condition contained 15 to 30 percent soil sediment (Figure 4). Samples from

areas covered by heavy deposits of dry residue contained from 10 to 20 percent

soil sediment. There were also soil particles in the water solution that would

not precipitate until the water was evaporated.

Grassed waterway, buffer strips, and strip cropping were not evaluated

in 1979-80.

Conclusions 

All evaluated terraces reduced erosion and reduced water pollution by

causing sediment to deposit within the terraces. Measurements at terrace out-

lets showed from 25 to 50 percent less material leaving the terrace than moved

above the terrace. Terraces definitely have a part in improving water quality

(Figure 5).

All tillage and management practices were more effective in reducing erosion

than were terraces. They were not as effective in reducing water pollution

because once sediment was picked up it continued to move into a stream. If a

terrace were present, much of the sediment was deposited in the terrace (Figure 6).

When terraces and tillage or management practices were used, excellent

results were apparent in both reduced erosion and reduced water pollution.

Measurements indicate that erosion can be reduced by 50 to 75 percent when
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1,000 pounds or more of residue, near contour drilling, and 300 feet or less

terraces spacing are used. Sherman County Field S-3 and Morrow County Field M-2

(Table 2) where 1,000 pounds of dry residue were present after seeding can be

compared with Fields W-2, S-2, G-2, U-2, and U-3, where less than 500 pounds of

dry residue were present to get an indication of the effect of residue on erosion.

The erosion on contour or approximately contour drilled fields can be made by

comparing Morrow County Field M-2 sites 1 and 2 and Umatilla County Field U-2

site 2 with the other fields in Table 2 where up and down hill or cross slope

drilling was done.

Rill and sediment fan measurements and samples taken during runoff from

Fields M-2 sites 1 and 2, and U-2 site 2 indicate that water pollution from

sediment can be reduced by 70 to 90 percent with combinations such as stubble

mulch and terraces, contour drilling and terraces, or stubble mulch, contour

drilling and terraces, as these sites had two or more practices in place and

had no observable or measureable erosion.

Recommendations 

1. Apprise landowners of the value a conservation system can have on

erosion and water quality when BMP's and conservation practices are

incorporated into the system, i.e., resource management systems.

2. Provide additional planning and installation assistance to aid land-

owners in the appraisal and evaluation of various cultural, tillage,

and management practices when used in a conservation system.

3. Carry out evaluation and demonstration of BMP's in areas where the

practices are not being established or are being established very

slowly to make landowners more aware of the value of BMP's in their

farming areas.



Demonstrations and Evaluations Proposed for 1980-81

1. Evaluate strip cropping and buffer strips in Morrow and Umatilla

Counties.

2. Demonstrate and evaluate the effects of contour drilling vs. up and

down hill drilling in Wasco County and Gilliam County.

3. Evaluate level terraces and sediment basins in Sherman County.
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Figure 1.	 With a graded terrace system outletting into a grassed waterway, up
to 80 percent of the eroded silt can be deposited before entering a
major water course. The terrace will remove 50 to 70 percent of the
eroded silt, while the grassed waterway will remove 10 to 20 percent
of that remaining. The grass in the waterways will keep the runoff
from eroding additional soil from the channel.

Figure 2.	 Vegetative cover on Field #2 in Morrow County before runoff occurred
in February 1980. The dry straw on the surface, the clods, and cross
slope farming were the deterrents to erosion inception.



Figure 3.	 Thawing soil and water puddling in furrows before runoff and erosion
started.

Figure 4.	 Runoff carrying slush, sediment,and debris had as much as 120 ML/L of
precipitable sediment.



Figure 5.	 Non farmed over level terrace in Field #3, Wasco County, that has
sediment deposited. This sediment would have ended up in Eight Mile
Creek, the Columbia River,or Bonneville Reservoir. The terrace helps
to reduce erosion to almost half that of unterraced portions of
the field.

Figure 6.	 Non farmed over level terraces on 31 percent slopes in Field #3
Wasco County. Farming is done on cross slope between terraces.
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